Mission Accomplished. Obama championed diversity not only in words, but also in action. Barack Obama's presidency witnessed significant strides toward a more multicultural America that celebrates diversity. Top policy positions went to people of all colors, classes and creeds. Obama appointed more female and ethnically diverse judges than any president in history, including the Supreme Court’s first Latina Judge.  

Mission Impossible. Obama leaned too heavily on executive power, so his achievements can be easily undone. Obama’s watershed victories on environmental protections, health care, equality, reproductive rights and financial reform were, in large part, accomplished through executive power – by issuing executive orders and regulations. In "Mission: Impossible II" (2000), Ethan has to stop a villain who possesses a deadly virus: Twenty-four hours after exposure, you die. The heroine (Thandie Newton) does, however, survive at the end of the movie, leaving her available for the sequel, although by “Mission: Impossible III,” Ethan Hunt is engaged to a sweet nurse named Julia (Michelle Monaghan), who thinks he is a highway traffic control engineer. Helicopters are again involved, and Ethan falls for the old latex mask trick again, and even uses a latex mask himself, so that others can be fooled and he doesn’t. 